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Emdros

● Emdros in brief:

– A corpus query system
– Builds on [Doedens 1994]
– Implements a database model (EMdF) and a 

query language (MQL)
– Is very general: Can be applied to almost any 

linguistic theory, linguistic domain, and kind 
of linguistic analysis.

– Is available free of charge under an Open 
Source license, but can be dual-licensed.



Emdros

● Relevance of Emdros to FSMNLP:

– Provides a place to store your analyses.
– Provides a means to query your data for 

display- or statistical purposes.
– A subset of the MQL query language can be 

expressed as kind of PDA with three stacks 
and an output data structure, operating on a 
multi-level “stream” of objects in word-order 
order.



Emdros

● Emdros architecture: Four layers:

Application

MQL

EMdF

DBMS

Emdros

PostgreSQL/MySQL/SQLite

Emdros

Emdros/User-written



Emdros: EMdF model

● EMdF database model: monads, objects, 
object types, features/attributes.



Emdros: MQL query language

Principle: 
The structure of the query 

mirrors 
the structure of the objects found 

(with respect to sequence and embedding).



Emdros: MQL query language

● [word]



Emdros: MQL query language
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● [phrase]

[phrase]



Emdros: MQL query language
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Emdros: MQL query language

● [word]
● [phrase]

[phrase]
● [clause [phrase]]
● [clause

[phrase]
..
[phrase]

]



Emdros: MQL query language

● [phrase function=Subject]
● [phrase function=Subject AND type=NP]
● ... arbitrary boolean expressions (AND, OR, 

NOT, parentheses)
● ... all the usual comparison-operators: 

=, <>, <, >, <=, >=
● ... plus regular expressions and their negation 

(over string-features)



MQL query language

● [Phrase NOTEXIST [Word surface=”saw”]]



MQL query language

● [Phrase NOTEXIST [Word surface=”saw”]]
● Parentage:

[Clause AS c1
[Phrase parent=c1.self]

]



MQL query language

● [Phrase NOTEXIST [Word surface=”saw”]]
● Parentage:

[Clause AS c1
[Phrase parent=c1.self]

]
● Agreement:

[Word AS w1 pos=noun]
[Word pos=adjective AND 

case=w1.case AND 
number=w1.number

]



MQL

● [clause
[Word FIRST]
[gap

[Word pos=conjunction]
]
[Word]*{1-5} // Could also just be “*”

]
● Plus a few other bells and whistles...



Query strategy

● Three kinds of results:
– “The meat”: What the user is interested in

– The context: Still part of the query, but not “meat”

– Postprocessing results: Not part of the query, but 
essential for display- or statistical purposes.

Results

Query Non-query

Meat Context Postprocessing



Query strategy

● Strategy: Linguistic queries and postprocessing 
queries are separated out into different language 
constructs in MQL.

● What I have shown so far has been “meat and 
context.”

● The rest should be hidden from the user in the 
application.



Query strategy

● Advantages:
– Easier on the user: Moves the burden of what to 

retrieve based on the results off of the user and onto 
the application (where I feel it belongs).

– Provides for generality in the query language (design 
goal of Emdros: Be widely applicable).

– Provides for modularity in programming (easier on the 
corpus query implementor).



Evaluation

● In the paper: Show how Emdros matches up with 
the criteria laid down in [Lai and Bird 2004], 
which explains what it takes for a modern corpus 
query system to “cut the cake”.  Emdros “fits the 
bill” in most cases (see the paper).

● Emdros is optimized for “small” corpora (up to 1 
million words), but has been demonstrated to 
work with corpora up to 200 million words 
(theoretical limit: 2.1 billion words).

● For corpora up to 1 million words, even very 
complex queries usually take less than 5 seconds.



Evaluation

● Query: [Clause [Word surface=”see”]]
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Conclusion

● Emdros is a general corpus query system with wide 
applicability.

● Emdros implements the EMdF model and the MQL query 
language.

● There is a dichotomy in purpose between linguistic 
querying and querying for display- or statistical purposes. 
This is reflected in MQL.

● Emdros “fits the bill” according to the criteria of Lai and 
Bird (2004).

● Emdros execution time is linear in the number of words 
queried, and scales to more than 130 million words.



Where has all the content gone?
Long time passing...

Questions?

http://emdros.org/


